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And the amazing thing is, you can learn it in one day!"Secret New Alpha Male System Will Make

Even The Most Astonishing Women Putty In Your Hands!"If you are even remotely interested in

learning how to physically attract beautiful women (without lifting a finger) with complete confidence,

become successful (do less while achieving more), then this will be the most important book you

ever read.Here's Just Some of What You'll Learn:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll learn the 16 values that will

change the way you think, forever. (The one huge mistake all inexperienced guys make in their

head that guarantees they will look like wimps... and how to "parlay" it into an advantage that will

give YOU an instant 200% increase in your chances of winning-with-women!)Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll learn

the truth about "trying hard"... and why "cute", "macho" and even "innocent" behavior lose

consistently (by a mile) to this ONE super-simple style of approaching women for the first

time!Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll learn the twelve most effective ways to seduce the woman of your dream!

(PLUS -- the SINGLE most important thing you can do to win their love forever... and the worst "sin"

you could ever commit -- an unforgivable act that will turn all women off!)Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll learn how

to immediately increase the frequency and pleasure of your sex life with the ingenious "Real-Word

Action Steps" used by the most successful men! (Especially critical for guys that haven't been on a

date in a while.)Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll learn what women really want from men (but never come out and

tell you)! More specifically, this explains what she wants from you (and what most women

desperately crave from men)And there's much more. Much more. But I'm running out of room.PLUS

-- and this is my favorite part of the book -- you'll learn the one exercise that completely removes all

neediness towards women. (The ladies will become completely baffled and turned-on by you, when

they see how you're not drooling on them like the "average guy"!). You'll learn:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ The only

"cure" known that gives men and women no other choice but to respect you... the simplest way to

gain control of a relationship that appears to be lost.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ The amazing "Giving Yourself

Direction" technique that will turn your brain into a homing beacon to achieve anything you desire.

(This "not-so-secret" technique is rarely used, giving you the upper-hand in life!)Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ How to

quickly "cancel out" these 2 things that are negatively controlling your life without you even realizing

it! (Also, one simple exercise, it only takes 15 minute a day, in Appendix A will resolve all of your

negative emotions!)Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ How to break away from the pack and stand-out to any woman. (Only

a handful of men ever figure this out on their own... and does your life ever change when you

do!)And more. A lot more, in fact. For example, you'll get simple exercises to specifically strengthen

whats weak in your life. This "little" book has been (correctly) called the single most important

source of dating know-how for any man... especially if you are finally ready to experience a dramatic



and almost immediate change in your life! It doesn't matter if you are a young man, or past middle

age, single or married... this is proven information that will you experience a new sexual prime you

never dreamed possible. The changes you feel (when you put these secrets to use) will

actually...Boost Your Physical Presence... Desire.. And Attractiveness As A Man!
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When I review a book such as this one, I always start outby saying, I am not an editor.I comment on

the content of the book, not the grammar, orpunctuation.Although, sales might increase if there

were not quite so manymistakes. And that speaks to professionalism.It makes it difficult for readers

to take what you write seriously,if they keep finding obviously unedited text.Now, having gotten that

out of the way; the information and tipsin the book are right on target.I will not go into detail about

them, as you the reader will have tofind out for yourselves; What Is Inside The Mind Of An Alpha

Male.But, remember a true Alpha Male does not have to show that theyare one, people will already

know it.And being a bully, is not the sign of being an AM.

Too many games about getting into a women's pants instead of a lasting relationship, it got tiring



after a while. The lack of proofreading and editorial corrections distracted from the content.

A first grader could find spelling and grammatical errors on every page. I found several on each

page.Pathetic and insulting

This book is outstanding, it gives you a good hard look at what a women does and how they try to

break a mans conference. Learn how to stop the control issues before you are in to deep. This book

is going to help you create your own destiny in your controlled environment not hers

The Grammer, spelling and fowl language made for a hard read. However, getting thru the low brow

presentation allowed you to gleen a few truisms.

It's good, but missing last part and appendix makes difference. Would be a five is star of everything

was alright.

This book really has a lot of good advice in it. It definitely is geared toward getting the reader to start

taking action and changing their life, which is a great contrast to all the theory you find in books on

subjects like this. It has a great value to price ratio.

Really really good, I've learn a lot of Think and I'll try to apply them. Thank you very much for this

book
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